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BACKGROUND: 

“Preservation pays” is what I believe in. I used to participate in eco friendly activities in the 
school, gardening, eco friendly ganesha making etc. Whereas the paryavaran mitra’s Young 
Leaders for change has given me a platform to take the initiative of contributing a little from my 
side for the sustainability of the environment. I was thrilled when I got to know that I was short 
listed for the contest, but at the same time it was a challenge for me to take up the project as a 
young leader for change. I observed and took note of the things that had been adding to the 
environmental problems. There are a number of environmental issues that crop about in our 
minds but I chose one which I felt was needed to be identified and was a simple need for the 
benefit of the society. As a participant of the YLC, I got involved in observing the things around 
me and realized the importance of car pooling. 

INTRODUCTION: 

ABOUT THE PROJECT: 

The project that I took up is: promoting the usage of public transport, carpooling and transport 
sharing for the judicious usage of resources and to save environment. 

 The project deals with two environmental issues: air pollution and depletion of fossil fuels. The 
reason behind the selection of this topic is that there are many number of people whom I 
personally see in this rapidly growing Indian megacity: Hyderabad, who travel alone to far 
distances, in cars. Due to the establishment of many IT companies and other offices in some 
areas there are many people who travel to those areas. This leads to traffic congestions, 
atmospheric pollution and heavy usage of fuel. This is a burden on the nature. This resulted in 
exploitation of natural resources which is wrong on part of the humans.  



This matter, on conservation of nature and natural resources is taught to most of the children of 
the country in schools and in communities. So did I learn about the relevance of this 
conservation of resources for sustainable development and to maintain balance in the eco system. 
As a student of class 8 I have learnt about the importance of this conservation of resources in one 
of the geography chapters: resources. Also I have learnt about the relevance of conservation of 
fuel in one of my science, chemistry lesson that is coal and petroleum. These lessons that I have 
learnt at school helped me realize the need for the selection of this project and the importance of 
expressing to the people about the need to save our resources. 

AIM AND OBJECTIVE: 

The objective of the project is: 

*To make people realize the need to car pool and the need to save environment for sustainable 
development.  

 *To inculcate in the people the culture of sharing transport and car pooling for the judicious 
usage of natural resources. 

 *It is to save environment and reduce the consumption of fuel and also to help people save 
money, time and infrastructure. 

 

METHODOLOGY: 

PLAN & ACTION 

The design and the phased manner of the working of the project: 

The project has been taken up in phases activities.  

1. Collection of data 

2. Classification of data 

3. Analysis of data 

4. Interpretation of data  

5. Creating awareness 

Collection of data 

 



A questionnaire   was prepared to collect information from the people about matters like the 
mode of transport, number of people travelling at the same time, distance travelled, amount spent 
etc. These were distributed to people and they were requested to fill up the details regarding their 
transport system. The questionnaire was distributed to various people in the neighborhood 
community.  

Data classification and analysis 

After receiving the information from the people data was classified. It was analyzed and 
represented in the form of graphs. This survey helped me to find the present condition of the 
transport system used by people and also the need and problems of the people in commuting. 
After the analysis, people were grouped into the following categories: 

1. Same origin - different destination  

2. same origin - same destination 

3. Different origin - same destination 

After completion of the grouping, we approached several people who had a scope to share 
transport and told them the purpose of the project and the need to share transport and motivated 
them with the various benefits of sharing transport. 

 

ACTIVITIES DONE 

The activities done are as follows: 

1. Survey: 

As mentioned above the first activity done was data collection through survey. This was done by 
distributing questionnaires. The purpose of the survey was to find the present condition of the 
transport system of the people, and the cost incurred, distances travelled etc. 

Filling up of questionnaire 



 

 

2. Rally: 



After the survey, rallies were conducted to spread awareness. We also spoke to people at traffic 
signals and distributed pamphlets. 

 

 



 

Interaction with people at traffic signals, distribution of pamphlets :  



 



 

 



 

3. Door to door campaign: 

The door to door campaign was a way to approach the people personally and motivate them by 
telling them the benefits of pooling and the need to pool. We also let them know about some 
other people living in the same area who had a similar destination so that they would group up 
with them and pool a car. 



 



 

 



 

 

4. Contact with APSRTC transport department: 

We proposed to the APSRTC transport department to provide a bus facility from Gudimalkapur 
to Gachibowli as there are many people who travel to Gachibowli everyday in separate cars.  

             aishwarya  

Your comment is awaiting moderation.  

December 21, 2013 at 7:00 AM

To 
Depot manager 
Mehdipatnam depot 
APSRTC 
Hyderabad 
500028 
Respected sir 
I am aishwarya, studying in class 8, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s Public School. I am 
carrying out the paryavaran mitra young leaders for a change project. The topic that I am 

http://hyderabad-india-online.com/2011/01/apsrtc-passenger-grievance-cell/#comment-32902


dealing with is promoting the usage of public transport, car pooling and transport sharing 
for the judicious usage of fuel and to save environment. As a part of the project, I would 
like to inform you that there are many people who are plying to Gachibowli, central 
university and BHEL by cars and 2-wheelers from Gudimalkapur every day. It is a 
journey of about 15 kms. I request you to provide a bus from Gudimalkapur to 
Gachibowli. The provision of this bus will help save money time infrastructure, fuel and 
reduce atmospheric pollution. I request you to kindly look into the matter and provide 
the needed facilities. An early action in this matter will be very much helpful and 
solicited. 
Thanking you for your time 
yours sincerely 
Aishwarya 

 

 

5. Letters to the people: 

We had written letters to the people telling them the purpose of the project and the need to share 
transport. It was also told to the people about others living in the same locality who had a similar 
source so that they could contact them and pool a car.  

LETTER.pdf

 



 

6. Distribution of pamphlets through newspaper   

On a day, pamphlets were given to the newspaper boys and they were requested to distribute the 
pamphlets to the people with the newspapers. 



 

 

 

 

A sample of the pamphlet: 

 



 

 

A sample of the questionnaire distributed: 



 

 

SUPPORT RECEIVED: 

Our group has turned 4 months and we have many   members, so do we have few volunteers who 
had given us good support and helped us in distributing pamphlets and questionnaires, collecting 
information etc. We have also gathered support from the APSRTC transport department as we 
have proposed to them for better transport facilities and also to provide a bus from Gudimalkapur 
to Gachibowli as there are a large number of people moving to Gachibowli everyday in separate 
cars. 

One of the art works done: 



 

DATA INTERPRETATION: 

Data was interpreted to draw conclusions. The data showed that the % of people who share 
transport is really low and in a ratio of   1:10. It was also seen that most of the people travel by 
cars and 2-wheelers.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most of the people spend between rs.1000-rs.4000 every month for transport. 

 

 

 



 

PEOPLE POOLING 

 

Reasons for not willing to pool or use public transport and travelling alone: 

• Show off 



It is to show to other people that they can afford to own a car and travel alone in it. 
• Privacy 

Privacy is one of the important reasons for avoiding car pooling. People think that their 
privacy will be disturbed. 

•  Used to luxury 
• No people for commuting 

 

 

 

 

 

REASONS FOR TRAVELLING ALONE 

 
 
                  1st Qt -  privacy 
                  2nd Qt - no people for commuting 
 
                  3rd Qt -  luxury 
                  4th Qt - show off 
 

 
 

    



PEOPLE WILLING TO POOL IN THE FUTURE: 

 

 

 

Are people able to move freely in the city 

today?  

The reasons for not moving freely: 



“traffic” and 

“pollution” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are people ready to support us? 

 

 

is there a need to save fuel today 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POST ANALYSIS OF DATA: 

About 3 months after the initial survey and data collection was done, another survey was 
conducted in the same manner to draw conclusions about the progress of the project and the 
results. 

The survey showed that the ratio of people sharing transport or pooling had come up to the ratio 
1:4. It is also seen that about 87% of the people are spending between Rs.100-Rs.3000 on 
transport every month.  

This also shows that that the fuel consumption has come down and that there are now, people 
travelling by public bus, carrying a bus pass which hardly costs Rs.500 and also helps save the 
environment, time and money.    



 

 

% of amount spent initially and amount cut down to while pooling. 

 

by using public On person 2,3,4,5 



In the above graph, the series 1, which is in color blue, shows the % of average amount which 
the person spends on transport. The series 2, which is in color red, shows the average % to which 
the amount spent was cut down. 

The difference in the percentage of amount saved is due to the difference in the number of 
people pooling or because of shifting to public transport. 

When there are 2 people commuting the amount is cut down to half and when there are 4 people, 
it is cut down to 1/4th. There is also a great deal of money which will be saved transport. 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULTS: 

The initial and the post surveys reveal that there are many people who started travelling by 
public transport and began to car pool, if not everyday, occasionally.  

The data tells us that about 65% of the people who travel alone, by CARS, have started to car 
pool and also use public transport [25%-using public transport, 40%-pooling] and more than 
87% of the people now spend roughly between Rs.100-Rs.3000 on transport per month. It is also 
seen that 45% of the people travelling by 2-wheelers, to far away distances have now shifted to 
public transport. 



IMPACT OF THE PROJECT: 

According to the people and other sources, the project had surely made impacts on the 
society and the local environment. This project helped people save a great deal of time 
and money spent on travelling. Also fuel was saved. This reduction in the amount of 
fuel burnt was known through the post survey and analysis. Many cars were given some 
rest as people started moving in public transport, which also helps save lot of money. 
This will help save on car maintenance as the wear and tear is reduced. As there is a 
reduction in the money spent on fuel and amount of fuel burnt, ultimately, there is a 
reduction in the atmospheric pollution.  

Aishwarya’s Reflections on the process 

The sources of information for the project 

  Yes/No  Name some 

Internet  Yes  In the beginning of the project I had collected 
some information regarding the transport 
systems in the city and also the number of 
vehicles present etc. 

People/Experts  Yes  I  had collected information from transport 
experts at APSRTC depot, teachers and parents. 

 

The p ople involved in projece

 

the 

How 
man

t: 

How did they help? 
y?  

Yourself 

 

01   

Friends     Help was  received  in  conducting  the  rally, 
distribution  of  pamphlets,  questionnaires 
and the preparation of video. 

Parents    Received  help  from  parents  in  conducting 
the  door  to  door  campaign,  printing 
pamphlets etc.  

Teachers  01  In doing and sending the first action project 



and carrying out the project. 

School Management 

 

  In  participating  in  the  contest,  conducting 
the rally, survey etc.  

Others     

People in the 
neighborhood 

  Received  help  in  carrying  out  the  project 
and  for screening results 

 

The ways in which messages/results of the project were communicated to 
various audiences.  

Means  Yes/No  About what?  Remarks/Comments from 
the audience. 

Write ups/stories (MS 
Word) 

Yes   About the benefits of car 
pooling 

I was asked to write more 
about what statistics 
eveal. r

Power point        

Artwork   Yes   On promoting the usage 
of public transport and to 
save environment by car 
pooling and sharing 
transport. 

Good creativity 

Exhibition/Conferences  Yes   In the science‐social‐art 
exhibition conducted in 
the school, we had put up 
charts, drawings and 
write ups about the topic 
in the sector of saving 
environment. 

 

Newspaper and other mass 
media 

  We had distributed 
pamphlets to the people 
ith the newspapers w

 

Others (specify)       

 



Linkages with what I studied in school this year 

 This matter, on conservation of nature and natural resources is taught to most of the children of 
the country in schools and in communities. Even I learn about the relevance of this conservation of 
resources for sustainable development and to maintain balance in the eco system. As a student of 
class 8 I have learnt about the importance of this conservation of resources in one of the geography 
chapters: resources. This chapter tells us the importance of natural resources and a need to 
maintain sustainability in the environment. It also tells us about the conservation of resources and 
its relevance and also tells about us about the depletion of these resources due to overuse. Also I 
have learnt about the conservation of fuel in one of my science‐chemistry lessons that is coal and 
petroleum. This chapter tells us about the need and ways to save coal and petroleum (i.e. fuels). 
These helped me realize the need for the selection of this project and the need to express to the 
people about the importance of conservation of resources. 

 
Environmental and social impacts of my project                                                                      
According to the people and other sources, the project had surely made impacts on the society and 
the local environment. This project helped people save a great deal of time and money spent on 
travelling. Also fuel was saved. This reduction in the amount of fuel burnt was known through the 
post survey and analysis. Many cars were given some rest as people started moving in public 
transport, which also helps save lot of money. This will help save on car maintenance as the wear 
and tear is reduced. As there is a reduction in the money spent on fuel and the amount of fuel burnt, 
then ultimately, there is a reduction in the atmospheric pollution. This project is highly beneficial. 
The project demands no funds but rather helps save lot of time and money. 

Global issue my project relates to and how I think they have any effect in 
addressing this issue 

The project deals with 2 global and environmental issues and they are air pollution and depletion of 
fossil fuels. These are one of the major, current environmental issues. What I did as a part of the 
project include: promoting the of usage of public transport and car pooling. Car pooling is a method 
in which helps people cut the amount spent and fuel burnt to half or more than half. 

 
What I wish you I had spent more time on or done differently?                                                               
I am happy with the success of the project when compared to the results, but if I had more time I 
would have approached the various NGO’s in the city who are inclined to such environmental 
projects. I would have even approached the electronic media for spreading more awareness. 
 
What I consider to be my successes or positive parts of the project 

as difficult to According to me, the ability to convince people to change their present habit, though w
do, was one of the most positive parts of the project. 
The other awareness programs had also gone well like the rally, campaign, survey etc. 

The response and results from the side of the people were also more than what was anticipated. 



Overall, the whole project, though with twists, turns and bumps had come out really well. 

Challenging parts: 

One of the most challenging parts of the project was convincing people. It was quiet 
difficult to change the present habit and had also faced non‐corporation from the people’s 
side. Another challenging or rather difficult part was to track the impacts of the project on 
the environment and to collect evidences of these impacts.     

 If a group of students had to do the exact same study that I did, what 
hanges would I suggest to them? If I had to do the project again, what c

would I do differently?                                                                               
 
I would suggest them to take up the project on a larger scale, though it might seem to be contingent 
wagering but  there are a lot of inputs that you receive from people in the form of information 
which will help data interpretation be more accurate. Also one should try out every opportunity to 
spread awareness whether it comes out well or it fails. 
 

 What did I learn doing this project that you’ll be able to use in other 
situations       
There are numerous things that I have learnt doing this project. In this project I have learnt how to 
communicate with others about issues and patiently take people’s opinion and suggestions. I have 
learnt how to analyze things and look at it from various sides. I have also learnt to analyze and 
interpret data on my own and show it in different forms like charts, graphs etc. This project has also 
taught me about the requirement of concern towards the environment and other creatures. This 
project was not just a project for me, but was an amazing learning experience. 
 

A GOOD INITIATIVE FOR A BETTER FUTURE  

 

Also a video was prepared . 

Video Link of my project: 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZA49ywpLzA 

 



 

 

 

 


